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beyond 1 Semester due to the unexpected retirement of one of my Managers and 
the fact major roadworks were about to take place outside this particular store 
resulting in hardship to the business. I needed to return to managing the store full 
time during this difficult trading period. 

- Upon completing My Internship in 1984 I worked as the dispensary manager in a 
Community pharmacy in a small shopping centre its Nerang. I worked an additional 
rotating Sunday in a Medical Centre Pharmacy at Beenleigh. 

- I completed my internship in a community pharmacy in a strip community pharmacy 
at Biggera Waters on the Gold Coast having declined to take up an Internship 
Position offered by the Gold Coast Hospital having succeeded at interview in 
securing the offer. Prior to completing studies working part time and during Uni 
Holidays for the then GJ Coles and Co in their multi level department store in 
Brisbane City for 5 years from 1978 initially as a Junior then as a Floor Supervisor at 
the Adelaide Street section of the store. I realised that i enjoyed the retail 
environment but wanted to be a Pharmacist. Retail Community Pharmacy offered 
that and to date having been subsequently offered positions twice at the Mater 
Hospital Pharmacy in Brisbane I don’t regret my commitment to community 
pharmacy as it has and does enable Pharmacists to engage the community’s health 
needs in a very broad way.  

Supplementary comments- These represent my views. I have not sought 
consent from my partners in my Pharmacies or Chemist Warehouse 
Management to make them nor has any expectation been made of me to 
either respond to the questionnaire or make a submission.

I fully support the Submission prepared for and with consultation of the 
partners of the group. Significant research has been undertaken and 
professional advice sought in preparation of this submission. While others 
will interpret parts of our submission as self interest, from our point of view 
its a pragmatic submission and addresses the Elephants in the room of 
the profession and of the times.

That said it is my view under the current Location rules, PBS reform and 
Ownership Rules, Pharmacy including the Chemist Warehouse Group is 
on “The Road to Perdition” as things are now AND most certainly will be if 
common sense in negotiation and agreement is not reached in good faith 
in determining outcomes to this review. 
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1. Service levels and perceptions of difference between “Normal” 
community pharmacy and “Discount models” perhaps warranting 
different Payment levels. 

- Our submission addresses this. Our pharmacies are very busy! our 
customers choose to utilise our services voluntarily. We provide the 
FULL range of professional services our customers want and need. we 
are multi pharmacist practices enabling us to deliver these services 
effectively. Like our peers we succeed or fail in practice based on how 
well we do it.

- Our Pharmacists and Owners come from everywhere. My background 
is one example and not unusual in our group or dare i say the rest of 
the industry.

- Our Pharmacists are representative of the makeup of the profession as 
a whole that practices in this area.

- My experience tells me the variability in performance and service is 
inter individual. Some of the surveys suggest strongly that groups like 
ours are very consistent in the service they provide as well as the 
overall offer to our customers.

- Unlike other businesses i know or have been involved with, within our 
business there is accountability and we provide a mechanism for 
customer complaints and feedback which owners address and from 
which we learn. Is that the case for ALL pharmacy proprietors and 
independent providers of HMR services and the like? We are 
transparent we don't ignore or discount our customers concerns. We 
own up and take responsibility. We address the issue and make the 
necessary adjustment to avoid a repetition.

- Our staff are offered significant training opportunities and in the event 
things aren't going so well we performance manage to assist them to 
become better Pharmacists and Employees.

- We have excellent HR resources, we have a Pharmacist staffed 
Professional Services Department and access to experienced 
Workforce analysis advice guided by good metrics to enable us to place 
our staff and the right numbers where the need and demand exists.

2. Ratios of Retail floor space to Dispensary Space/ Sale of Non Evidence 
based products and devices AND the view that the Commonwealth as a 
payer for the PBS is entitled to mimic private enterprise and therefore 
shape the supply chain proposed by Professor Henry Ergas when 
delivering the Judy Liauw address on the 9th September 2016.
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- I think that its fair enough if the Commonwealth is paying for ALL of the 
components and Infrastructure of PBS fulfilment it aspires to shape 
then so be it. But this not the case.

- With regard to floor space ratios, If i were to receive a rent contribution 
as recognition of the risk shared in delivering the PBS on behalf of the 
Commonwealth then i would be happy to follow any prescriptive 
guideline in relation to professional service area sizes. However what 
drives this is prescription volume and professional service provision 
which can be difficult to determine at the outset of a new enterprise. 
Good proprietors renovate their premises to accomodate anticipated 
changes. In terms of retail service areas, this is outside the scope of 
payment or service provision in meeting our PBS obligations. Again the 
astute operator works out how much space and commits to the amount 
of space required to meet the anticipated demand for goods held in this 
space. Except for the odd OTC line which is subsidised on the PBS or 
RPBS the commonwealth reimburses Pharmacy for none of it therefore 
shouldn't determine in this area. 

- State regulations govern premises at this time in Qld and haven't seen 
fit to regulate this aspect of things, except in line with what has been 
historically deemed in the best interest of the community with respect to 
co location with Supermarkets.

- With the sale of non evidence based products. My understanding is the 
Commonwealth and States have risk based approaches to the sale of 
such things through TGA, NDPSC, Commonwealth and State Health 
departments and through COAG. At Pharmacy Health Service Provider 
level we have the OHO (Office of the Health Ombudsman), State 
Health Authorities, Fair Trading and at professional level Ahpra. Are 
some suggesting these measures are insufficient or unable to assess 
risk posed by such products and devices. Are they inadequate in 
Governing the behaviour of the Health Service Provider, its agent or the 
professionals providing Health Service for failing to meet their 
obligations or professional duty?

- Are others suggesting better locations for the supply of Health 
Supplements may include Supermarkets, Health Food Stores and 
unregulated Alternative Health Practitioners, Duty Free Stores, Corner 
Stores to name more.

- Given the ubiquitous nature of the internet, banning or severely 
restricting access to such things in a Pharmacy environment will simply 
alter consumer purchasing behaviour. What problem are we trying to 
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solve by floating the idea of restricting access to such products from 
Pharmacies? We aren't making savings on the PBS by such a move.

- I would suggest that given Medical Practitioners and Pharmacists are 
already tasked with the professional handling and supply of potent 
agents and devices to which significant and documented risk of harm 
exists, are adequately trained to utilise similar risk management skills to 
supply supplements and other non evidence based products presently 
found in Pharmacies. Has anyone asked consumers where they would 
like to buy these non evidence based products?

- Pharmacy assistants are better trained and more knowledgeable than 
most retail staff selling the same products in other environments. Our 
group offers MORE training and development opportunities than any 
other Pharmacy group in the country. Both online and face to face not to 
mention on the job.

- To better manage the risk to customers of inappropriate purchases 
CWH(Chemist Warehouse) has developed and is constantly enhancing 
its own decision support software at point of sale to increase the rate at 
which we pick up on inappropriate purchases. Not only multiple packs 
of scheduled medication but also e.g. A device like a pregnancy test 
and product like Ibuprofen or St Johns Wort and Blood Pressure 
Medication or Antidepressant and so on. It affords us the opportunity to 
capture the sale of products that may not be captured at all even 
following a professional interaction at the Dispensary. I don't believe 
any other group utilises such a tool.

- I would add that often it is the Pharmacist that gets a better picture of 
both Drug and self medicated products taken by patients rather than the 
GP as patients frequently fear being judged for those choices. This was 
a common finding in the years I conducted home medicines reviews 
and still now. This contention is supported in the literature.

3. Where we differ from “Normal” pharmacies in terms of how we interact 
with consumers in the market overall for products sold both in pharmacy 
and non Pharmacy settings.
-Chemist Warehouse certainly competes with other Pharmacies. As do 
other Pharmacies with other Pharmacies and with other retailers who sell 
similar goods. Its not us then everyone else.
-I am a partner in four Chemist Warehouses at the Northern end of the 
Gold Coast. There are seven in all on the Gold Coast. We have not 
caused the closure of one single Pharmacy on the Gold Coast and in the 
nearly 10 years a Chemist Warehouse has operated in this town the total 
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numbers of other Pharmacies have increased including other Discounters 
such as Priceline, Good Price and Amcal Chempro.
-Outside of significant unanticipated external factors such as major 
roadworks, shopping centre redevelopments, road closures, PBS reform, 
the biggest risk to any Pharmacy or business is the conduct of the 
business by its owners and managers. 
- What we have been able to successfully do is EXPAND THE MARKET. 

Pharmacy has long lamented the loss of products and market share to 
other retailers. It has lamented that it was little more than a channel for 
test marketing products that made their way to the mass market. CWH 
and I presume other similar operators have been able to win back 
market share of many of these categories and ranges, consequently 
bringing those customers who were only shopping for these in 
supermarkets or big box specialists back to Pharmacy. This enables our 
staff and Pharmacist to interact and provide a better level of service 
than they may have otherwise experienced at a non pharmacy retailer. 
Such interactions may not just be not be product based in the case of 
say a new Mum buying some formula. That said she can receive advice 
on such things she may not get except from another mum in the 
supermarket. We find they ask questions about their baby who maybe 
be exhibiting symptoms of something or other for which we can provide 
advice or assistance with appropriate product choice. I recently gave 
advice to a couple with young baby suffering diarrhoea and at risk of 
dehydration. They had previously bought an Electrolyte supplement in 
the supermarket but didn't realise we were price competitive. Not only 
was I able to assist them with suitable choice but educate them as to 
what cardinal symptoms or signs to be aware of which would require 
medical intervention. I was able to offer them reassurance and Bub 
subsequently recovered. This is just one example out of many category 
interactions had in our Pharmacies. During the core trading hours of 
your average Community Pharmacy we have MORE Pharmacists on 
duty in our stores than an average pharmacy AND our pharmacists are 
also often on the floor engaged with our customers. I have come across 
examples of  a single Pharmacist dispensing 400+ prescriptions a day 
with a dispense tech in a couple of “Normal” community Pharmacies 
locally. Where is the service opportunity there for consumers? Where is 
the management of risk to customers in the dispensing of their 
prescriptions?

- Average community pharmacists are noted for not stepping off the 
podium and out of their ivory towers. We do!
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- Not infrequently we have had to provide emergency first aid care in our 
Pharmacies as a consequence of various medical emergencies. As 
recently as two weeks ago we had a customer collapse against a shelf, 
fall to the floor and fit having cut her scalp in the process. Myself 
another Pharmacist and a Staff member ALL trained in first aid 
rendered assistance. The person concerned and friend were ever so 
grateful for our care. We have had a number of Heart Attacks, 
Anaphylactic reactions present and on another occasion recently one of 
my Pharmacists having had a professional interaction with a mother of 
a young child who could have bought this product at a supermarket was 
told her child required urgent medical assistance and an Ambulance 
was called. Again a very grateful person. I practiced 26 years prior to 
my partnership in Chemist Warehouse and only had to render first aid 
once in that time. Contrary to perceptions, our Pharmacists have to be 
competent, alert, skilled and knowledgeable with a good working 
knowledge to practice in our Pharmacies. 

- Our greatest transgression is we offer consistent value for money on 
every purchase made in our Pharmacies. For that we are willing to 
suffer the “slings and arrows” thrown our way.

- Pleasingly many of my NON Chemist Warehouse peers frequently shop 
and have their prescriptions dispensed in our stores. 

4. Location Rules
- I would like to provide an example of one of my Pharmacies that would 
not have been able to establish under the current iteration of the rules and 
some other iterations over the last 26 years.
- Chemist Warehouse Helensvale 502 Hope Island Rd Helensvale. This 

Pharmacy is located in the Largest Retail Homemakers Centre on the 
Gold Coast. It is located in the Medical and Ancillary Health precinct of 
that centre yet despite the Medical Centre having 10 medical 
practitioners a Dentist, Nurses and other Ancillary Health Practitioners it 
still does not qualify under the Large Medical Centre Rule and not 
because of surrounding Pharmacies. YET it is arguably amongst only a 
handful of the busiest Pharmacies on the Gold Coast servicing a 
burgeoning population in the Northern Gold Coast Growth Corridor. The 
licence languished for for nearly 7 years and had to be relocated twice 
before being able to establish in this centre to properly service the 
community. To add insult to injury a “Super clinic” in name only 
established a couple of years ago about a kilometre away at Oxenford. 
It is an abject failure in terms of the service it was meant to provide to 
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the community. Both the Chemist Warehouse and the Amcal in the 
nearby Woolworths centre open more hours than the “Super Clinic” 
Pharmacy. These Super Clinics are an example of the Commonwealth 
trying to mimic the Private Sector in shaping the supply chain 
unsuccessfully.

5.  Ownership Provisions
-There is no risk sharing by the Commonwealth when it comes to 
establishing new practices to meet community need. Its all on the 
Proprietor as it should be. We should be free to establish them without 
reference to Location rules or necessarily require proprietorship by a 
Pharmacist.
- I feel compelled to state the obvious. Medical,Dental, Optical and      

Veterinary practices, Public and Private Hospitals to name some don't 
require ownership by the Practitioner. Governance and professional 
practice requirements seem to be effective in managing risk. 

- Is there a difference between the public interest criteria in these other 
settings compared with community Pharmacy? What is it and why is it 
so compelling to retain proprietorship by Pharmacists? Its overstating 
things to say well we shouldn't deregulate Pharmacy ownership 
because Coles and Woolworths will monopolise the market. This has 
long been the cry of small business to which i subscribed once but we 
still have independent Butchers, Bakers, Health Food stores, Green 
Grocers and Liquor outlets. I am certain any legislation change 
permitting non pharmacist ownership can be framed to address these 
concerns while preserving the benefits to the community. 

- There are other practical reasons why relaxing ownership is necessary 
to the future viability of Pharmacy. There is a need to source capital to 
fund the purchase, expansion and adaption of Pharmacy practices. The 
Big Four Banks have less of a risk appetite for exposure to community 
pharmacy driving up equity requirements and financing costs from 
alternate lenders. 

- This capitalisation issue may also result in a Higher cost to facilitate the 
PBS than in a relaxed ownership/location environment where other 
ways of capitalising pharmacies will make it cheaper to do so, further 
enhancing competition with savings to the consumer.

Summary
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Chemist Warehouse is a legitimate practice model offering high quality 
service, access and value for money. We have actively walked the walk in 
reducing the cost of PBS medicines to consumers. However failure to 
address adequately the flaws in PBS reform, Location Rules and 
Ownership provisions at this opportunity as a whole of supply chain PBS 
fulfilment solution, the community will be short changed of an even more 
efficient and sustainable PBS. At worst it will imperil the present system of 
supply, ongoing access and increase fulfilment costs. Possibly for a 
generation or more.

 Sincerely yours,

Mark Hickey Bpharm Macp
Managing Partner Chemist Warehouse Northern Gold Coast




